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V08: Control Engineering II 
 

 

1. Systems in biomechatronics 

1.1. Lyapunov stability 

Lyapunov stability: if the response of a controlled system starting near an equilibrium point xe stays 

forever near xe. 

Stability criterion: response starting close to equilibrium: 

- stay close to equilibrium: Lyapunov stable 

- converges to equilibrium: asymptotically stable 

- converges to equilibrium “quickly”: exponentially stable 

 

1.2. State Space Representation 

System dynamics of linear time-(in)variant systems in state space representation → allows to represent 

high-order dynamic systems as multiple linear first-order equations 

➔ allows to represent high-order dynamic systems as multiple linear first order 

equations 

𝑥(𝑡) =
𝑥1

𝑥2
;  �̇�(𝑡) =

�̇�1

�̇�2
 

 

Examples → cfr. foglio a mano 

  

 

 

1.3. Stability of linear systems 

A. Calculate Eigenvalues 𝜆 of System Matrix 𝐴: 𝐝𝐞𝐭(𝑨 − 𝝀𝑰) = 𝟎 → Find system stability 

by looking at the eigenvalues of the system Matrix A: 𝝀𝒊  =  𝑹𝒆 +  𝒊 ∗  𝑰𝒎 

B. System is stable if BIBO! → Bounded output y(t) for bounded input u(t) 

C. Stability Criterion 

- for time-continuous systems: all eigenvalues (EV) of state matrix A 

have to have negative real part (so it’s stable) 𝑹𝒆<𝟎 

- for time-discrete systems: Betrag (EV) have to be <1 → if positive real 

parts → dissipation → UNstable bc energy injected into the system → 

limited input larger → output unstable  

 

 

 

 

 

Characteristics of a system 

• Order (first derivative, second 
derivative) 

• Linear (No periodics (sin, cos, etc.) 
no exponentials) / non linear 

• Time variant: does the constants 
depends on t 

• Continuous and discrete Time steps 
vs. “normal time“ 
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2. Controller for linear system 

 

 

2.1. Examples of control: 

➢ Feedback Control Example: ETHZ MegaPaddle (S. 11+ S. 12) 

position: try to control the position of the paddle by moving the paddle with 15° → measured angle is the 

same of desired angle? If yes: ok; of no → error → change angle to achieve correct position 

velocity: try to control the velocity of the paddle that’s the derivity of the position →  

 

➢ Early (Spastic? (paralizzato)) Rehabilitation Robots (S. 13 + S.14) 

- principle: based on stiff, non-backdrivable Industrial 

Manipulators with position control → rigidi, non azionabili 

all'indietro con controllo di posizione 

- problem 

o manipulators are very stiff → if we remove the 

power we are unable to move them; 

o powerful and harmful 

- evolution during past decays, e.g. also used in patients with complete SCI 

 

➢ Position (Flow) vs Force (Effort) Control (S. 15) 

humans NOT control position but they control force → humans have the ability to regulate stiffness of the 

joints by activation of antagonists muscles 

 

2.2. Interaction Control 

Principle: instead of imposing flow or effort, impose relation between the two; e.g. spring: 𝐹~∆𝑥 

inverse kinematics: from the output back to the joint 

forward kinematics: determine limb movement by using joint angular information 

Example: ETHZ Mega Paddle 

desired force → measuring of processed force by taking a force transducer that is deflected and based on 

the deflection we can calculate the force → measured force → check with desired force 
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2.3. Static Force / Torque Relationship 

Inverse kinematics also described in terms of torque, transponierte matrix and resistive Force 

 

 

2.4. (Robot) Jacobian of Two-Link Planar Manipulator 

 

Components of a Robotic System: S. 23 (Control engineering I) 

 

 

3. Apparent device dynamics 

When a controller device interacts with the human user: apparent device dynamics 

What the user perceives vs what he/she should perceive 

Virtual environment (interaction, assistance, resistance) 

+ 

Device impedance (mass, inertia, friction, compliance) 

Goal: fare in modo che quando human veda il braccio che si muove sul display 

(virtual environment) sia in grado di muovere il suo contrastando device 

impendance 

 

 

4. Mechanical Impedance 

4.1. Introduction 

- dynamic relationship between velocity and force 

- frequency-dependent resistance 

- how much a structure resists motion when subjected to a harmonic force 

contributor to impedanc e in mechanical domain (cfr imagine sinistra):  

- resistance: force proportional to acceleration 

- damping: velocity-dependent friction 

- stiffness: force proportional to the position 

damper generate a force proportional to the velocity, independent of the frequency 
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Example: bambino che va in altalena soggetto a due forze → gravitational force and inertial external 

input force (mamma che lo spinge) 

- bambino lontano dalla mamma: resistance = zero / impedance = zero 

- bambino vicino alla mamma: high impedance 

- se bambino va da punto vicino alla mamma (inflection point) è in grado di inserire il massimo 

dell’energia nel sistema 

➔ frequency dependent resistance → coupling of input movement with the frequency of 

the swing → injection of most energy in the system 

 

4.2. Mechanical Impedance vs Admittance 

- correlation between impedance and admittance is inverse → if there is high impedance, there is no 

admittance 

- admittance = high impedance 

- mechanical admittance:  

 

4.3. Electrical Impedance 

 

resistor≈spring; capacitor≈inertia≈damper; 

inductance 

Example: EMG → remove hair, use abrasive 

cleaning paste and conductive gel to reduce 

skin-electrode impedance → if too high 

impedance → need to remotion of electrodes 

 

 

4.4. Impedance Width (Z-Width) 

low impedance: (almost no resistance to motion); example: pen moved in free 

air → small force f results in a large motion 

high impedance: (almost complete resistance to motion); example: pushing 

pen into a wall → large force f results in a small motion 

➔ Z-Width: dynamic range of achievable impedances 
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4.5. Interaction control 

4.5.1. Impedance vs Admittance control Scheme → impedance and admittance control scheme 

are inverse of each other 

➔ force controller, 

impendance 

controller 

Blue: extension: 

impedance control 

with force 

feedback (force 

transducer) 

 

➔ position 

controller, velocity 

controller 

measure of movement induced by user→ movement 

fed into virtual impedance → output of corresponding 

force → force feedback to the user 

Motion in, force out (motion induced, force given 

back) 

measure of force induced by user→ force fed into 

virtual admittance → admitter converts force to a 

motion → motion feedback to the user 

Force in, motion out 

! device needs to be backdrivable → if not → not 

movement → impedance not see movement → no 

generation of force 

force sensor not required 

! devices require force sensor 

backdrivablibilty not required 

 

 

4.5.2. (Open-loop) Impedance Control 

- detect motion command by the operator and control force 

applied by the haptic device 

- applied force is converted into torque and fed into the 

circle 

- torque is multiplied with an inverted matrix leading to 

delta phi 

- using forward kinematics, we find Δx (motion of device) 

 

 

apparent dynamics (what the human operator feels) = virtual dynamics + device dynamics 

(friction, gravity, inertia) 
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4.5.3. (Open-Loop) Impedance Control to reduce errors 

➢ (Open-Loop) Impedance Control with Model Feedforward 

- modelling errors 

- increased computational load → lower loop rates → compromise 

maximal stiffness  

- increased computational load  -‐>lowers loop rates -‐> 

compromise (risk) maximal stiffness 

 

➢ Impedance Control with Force Feedback 

 

- remotion of any difference between desired 

force and measured force → sent desired force 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Robot-Assisted Therapy oh Hand Function 

5.1. Requirements 

- 2DOF: open and close & pronation / supination 

- Rehabilitation robots should cope with a variety of impairment levels → from completely deficient 

to partially able 

- Device dynamics should not mask or alter performance of the patient 

- Training should involve interaction with objects of different mechanical properties 

- Requires the ability to render a wide range of impedance and a detailed characterization of each 

device 

- Application example: The ReHapticKnob (S. 37) 

 

5.2. Impedance Control With Force Feedback 

Rendering Transparency (low 

impedance) 

low force transmitted permits high 

motion 

assessments (range of motion, 

movement smoothness) 

 

Virtual Wall (High Impedance) 

assessments (maximum 

voluntary contraction, force 

coordination) 

therapy (edge detection, length 

discrimination) 

Rendering of Virtual Objects 

assessments (stiffness 

discrimination, grasp/force 

control) 

therapy (grasp/force control, 

object recognition) 
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5.3. Performance Evaluation in Terms of Interaction Impedance - Transparency Planes 

constructed from Human Interaction Data 

- impedance: frequency-dependent resistance (motion in, force out) 

- fit linear model to force, velocity and acceleration recorded during manual interaction in 

transparency mode ( ) 

- transparency (= lowest impedance) captured by slope of plane 

- ~98% reduction of apparent mass and damping in ReHapticKnob through control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4. Saturation 

Saturation is Relevant for Interaction Control → cannot be improved by feedback 

Be sure to always determine saturation effects, e.g.: 

- peak velocity 

- peak acceleration (contacts and shocks are characterized by 

rapid changes in velocity) 

- peak force/torque (long-term [smoke test], short transient 

and persistent transient) 

- force/torque rate of change (peak gradient) 

- peak current / rate of change 

- sensing range 

 

 

6. Summary 

Actuators, gears, transmissions and kinematics determine the back drivability/apparent dynamics/impedance 

of a system 

- can be minimized through optimal design 

- can be partially compensated through control 

Position/force control impose flow/effort, whereas interaction control defines a relationship between effort 

and flow 

- Impedance control: motion in force out (natural device dynamics overlaid with controlled force) 

- Admittance control: force in motion out (forced device dynamics through stiff position/velocity 

control) 

Detailed device characterization is crucial for technology assessment, therapeutic application as well as 

correct interpretation of robotic assessments 

 

 

 

 

 


